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I. INTRODUCTION 
In August, 1966, a paper by Kemeny appeared [I]; a class of Markov chains 
called “slowly spreading chains” was introduced, a matrix representation 
was derived and used to calculate many important quantities. In this present 
paper the class of chains is enlarged, the representation is used to prove some 
new properties of the class, and an illustrative example is worked out. 
2. NOTATION 
The notation used is that of Kemeny’s book [2] on denumerable Markov 
chains. Such a chain will be described by a denumerable transition matrix. 
K will denote any fixed positive integer and all matrices will be considered to 
be comprised of k by K submatrices. A ti,jl will denote the i, j submatrix of the 
matrix A, i.e., rows ki to ki + k - I and columns kj to kj + k - 1 of A, and 
htil will denote components iii to Ki + k - 1 of the denumerable vector h. 
A matrix A will be called lower block triangular if Ac,,~~ = 0 whenever i > j. 
While denumerable matrices don’t always associate under multiplication, 
they do associate if all factors are row-finite or if all factors are nonnegative 
(see [2], Proposition l-4 and Corollary l-5). 
3. THE REPRESENTATION 
A block-spreading chain of block size k is a chain having the nonnegative 
integers as states and whose transition matrix consists of k by k blocks 
Pc,,~J such that PL,,~+~~ is invertible for all i and Pt,,j~ = 0 if j > i + 1. 
Let S be the denumerable matrix defined by Si.i+l = 1 and all other 
entries = 0. 
* From a Ph.D. thesis submitted by the author to Dartmouth College, Hanover, 
New Hampshire, in 1967. 
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REPRESENTATION THEOREM. Any block-spreading chain P of block size k 
can be obtained from Sk, the simplest possible such chain, by a similarity trans- 
formation; i.e., there are denumerable matrices R and Q such that : 
R and Q are lower block triangular. (1) 
%,,I = Qto,ol = 1. (2) 
RQ=QR=I. (3) 
P = QS”R. (4) 
These properties determine R and Q. 
PROOF. EXISTENCE. Conditions (1) and (2) determine the top k rows 
of R. We define R inductively, letting Rn+k,j = (RP),j, so that 
S”R = RP. (5) 
Since P is block-spreading, R is lower block-triangular. 
&I = %,,I . %I * **. * %-u~ 
and since each block on the right side is invertible, so is RL,,~~ . Thus R has 
exactly one lower block-triangular inverse Q, and property (4) follows from 
equation (5) using associativity. 
UNIQUENESS. Suppose R’ and Q’ also satisfy properties (l)-(4). Then R 
and R have the same top k rows by (1) and (2). Since P = Q’SkR’, and Q’ 
and R’ are row-finite, then R’P = SkR’, i.e., RA,, = (R’P),, . Therefore 
R’ = R and Q’ = Q. 
Note that each entry in R and Q can be computed in a finite number of 
steps. Since P = QSkR, it follows that 
P” = QSnkR, IV”’ = i p” = Q 
m=Q 
and if all states are transient, 
N=lipN(n)=Q 
A function h, i.e., a column vector, is said to have period k if hi+l, = hi for 
all i. It is easy to show that a regular function for P is just Q times a function 
with period k. 
Let P be a transient block-spreading chain, and let h be a finite-valued 
nonnegative function, superregular for P. Using a representation theorem 
from [2], Theorem 5-10 on p. 111, one can easily show that h can be repre- 
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sented in exactly one way as Q(p + TRf); p is a nonnegative periodic func- 
tion, Qp and f are nonnegative, and T is x2=, JV”. 
4. MARTIN EXIT BOUNDARY FOR TRANSIENT BLOCK-SPREADING CHAINS 
Following Kemeny [2], we must first choose a starting measure 7 such that 
?rN > 0. We choose n to have its first k entries equal to unity, and all other 
entries zero; i.e., we choose to start the chain in block zero, uniformly among 
states 0 to k - 1. A function h will be called normalized if ?rh = 1. A finite- 
valued nonnegative function h will be called minimal if it is regular and there 
is no other regular function between h and 0, i.e., if it is regular and whenever 
0 < g < h (in every component), then g = ch for some constant c. By using 
a powerful theorem (Theorem IO-40 on p. 356 of [2]) about the uniqueness of 
the representation of nonnegative regular functions, one can show that any 
set of minimal functions is linearly independent, considered as a set of 
vectors over the real numbers. The importance of this fact lies in the defini- 
tion of the Martin exit boundary as the set of normalized, minimal functions. 
Thus an upper bound on the number of boundary points is the dimension 
of the vector space of regular functions. By considering the representation 
theorem, we see that this dimension is k. Thus we have the 
BOUNDARY THEOREM. A transient bZock-spreading chain has at most k 
boundary points. This bound is best possible, and later we’ll give an example 
of a block-spreading chain with k boundary points. 
If h is a positive superregular function for P, we may consider the h process 
Ph, defined in [2], p. 196. If P is block-spreading, so is Ph; and Rh and Qh 
are obtained in the following way. Let H be a diagonal matrix with Hii = h, 
for all i; let A be another diagonal matrix with Ac,,~J = (H[o,o+l for all i. 
Then R” = RHA and Qh = A-IH-IQ; thus the boundary points for Ph are 
just A-lH-l times the boundary points for P. 
5. THE LADDER CHAIN 
In order to define the ladder chain PL of a block-spreading chain P, we 
must choose a block in which to start P. We choose block zero, though any 
block will do. PL starts in the same state that P starts in, and moves only to the 
right, one block at a time. PL moves to P’s address when P moves to a block 
farther to the right that it has ever been before. PL is a Markov chain by the 
strong Markov property for denumerable Markov chains. 
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Let Br[$, be the matrix of hitting probabilities for block j, starting in 
block i. Then 
fli i+l, = Bt”+?l 
[2.2+1 
for i > 0 and all other blocks are zero. Since B$y& is invertible, PL is 
block-spreading and its representation matrices RL and QL are easily obtained 
in terms of those for P, namely R and Q, as follows. 
Let Qtil = xi=, Qti,jl , let B equal the k by K identity matrix, and let 
for n > 0. 
MARTINGALE PROPOSITION. 
B;l = QLil . 
PROOF. Let m be an integer such that 0 < m < K; let p be a denumerable 
column vector with a 1 in place m + Kj for all j > 0, and zeros elsewhere. 
Since p has period k, Qp is a regular function for P, so if X, is the state of the 
chain at time it, then (Qp) (X,) is a martingale. We start P at some state t in 
block 0 and stop it as soon as it reaches block i; then (Qp) (X,) is still a 
martingale. This modified martingale stops in a finite time with probability 
one and (Qp) (X,) . b IS ounded, so by a martingale systems theorem ([2], Corol- 
lary 3-16, p. 70) 
k-l 
(QP) (Xo) = c B%,, * (QP) (ik + 4. 
.?=O 
Now X,, = t, and (Qp) (ik $. s) is the s, m entry of C:=, Q[i,j~ . Therefore 
* 6 . . t.m = (BkIil . Qti1)t.m *
Since t and m can be any integers between 0 and k - 1 inclusive, we have 




c-&, -= Q[j] , and R6.J = Q$ . 
Since QL and RL are “block-diagonal” matrices, we now have simple formulas 
for computing QL, RL, and PL. 
6. EXAMPLE 
Here is a block-spreading chain with K boundary points. Let /be the k by k 
permutation matrix that shifts things one place to the right cyclically. Let 
Pl 3 P2 Y P3 9.S’ be a sequence of positive numbers less than or equal to unity, 
having a positive infinite product. Let 
fi = h pn and 
?L=l 
fm = liyfi . 
Then the transition matrix of the chain has 
P[i,i+11 = Pi+11 and hll = (1 - Pi,l> J, 
for all i > 0, and all other blocks zero. If we agree that f, = 1 then it can be 
verified, using the representation theorem, that 
Qb.,d = (fi+ -fi-+Jf i’/ if j<i 
and 
To find the exit boundary we must find those nonnegative regular functions 
that are extremal, i.e., minimal. If h is to be a nonnegative regular function 
it must equal Qp where p is nonnegative and has period K. Let x be any non- 
negative R-component column vector. Then without loss of generality we 
may assume that ptzl = x for i > 0. Since h = Qp, 
h[i] = f ;‘[I - (1 - fi) J] x. 
Since hril must be nonnegative and fi > fm for all i, we must have 
x 2 (1 -fm> Jx. 
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These conditions define a regular polygon of dimension K - 1; the extreme 
points are the vertices, of course. Now (6) is a set of K inequalities; the extreme 
points of the region are obtained by writing equality signs in k - 1 of the 
inequalities and solving the system. Since J is invertible, there are k extreme 
points; and since f;‘(l - (1 -fi) /) is invertible, there are k boundary 
points. 
It isn’t easy to compute the ladder chain of an arbitrary Markov chain, but 
if the chain is block-spreading and Q is known, then the computation is easy. 
Here’s how to find the ladder chain of the previous example. RL and hence 
QL are block-diagonal matrices and 
= Q$ by the martingale proposition 
=.fiu - (1 -Ii> I)-’ 
k-l 
using a little matrix computation and the fact that J” = I. Hence 
Q&I = (RfX’ 
= Ofi1 
= f;‘(I - (1 - fJ 1). 
Therefore 
Pfi-, i, = B? [z 1,El 
= Qri-dQi$ 
k-l 
Thus each nonzero block of RL, QL, and PL can be computed as a simple 
finite sum. 
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